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AutoScore ™ Form
Directions
Please answer the questions on this form based on
this child’s typical behavior during the past month.
Use the following rating scale:

Teacher/Day Care Provider Information
Your Name/ID#:_____________________________________________________________________________
Your Relationship to Child: ________________________________________ Today’s Date: _ __________________

Never: the behavior never or almost never happens
Occasionally: the behavior happens some of the time
Frequently: the behavior happens much of the time
Always: the behavior always or almost always happens

Child Information
Child’s Name/ID#:________________________________________________________________________________
Child’s Gender:   h M       h F                            Child’s Age:   _____________ Years    _____________ Months
Race/Ethnicity:   
h American Indian/Alaska Native         h Asian        h Black/African American
h Hispanic/Latino        h Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander        h White        h Other
Comments on child’s behavior/functioning: ____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
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Circle the one answer that best describes how often
the behavior happens. Try your best to answer all of the
questions.
Several questions ask whether this child shows “distress”
in certain situations. Showing distress may include verbal
expressions (whining, crying, yelling) or nonverbal expressions (withdrawing, gesturing, pushing something away,
running away, wincing, striking out).
You may use the space provided on the left to add any
comments on this child’s behavior or functioning.

PLEASE PRESS HARD WHEN CIRCLING YOUR RESPONSES.
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SOCIAL PARTICIPATION

This child…

N.........O......... F......... A.......... 1.

Willingly plays with peers in a variety of games and activities.

N.........O......... F......... A.......... 2.
N.........O......... F......... A.......... 3.

Waits his or her turn.

N.........O......... F......... A.......... 4.
N.........O......... F......... A.......... 5.

Participates appropriately in circle time.
Transitions smoothly to new activities.
Enters into play with peers without disrupting the ongoing activity.

N.........O......... F......... A.......... 6.
N.........O......... F......... A.......... 7.

Follows class rules and routines.

N.........O......... F......... A.......... 8.
N.........O......... F......... A.......... 9.
N.........O......... F......... A.......... 10.

Works cooperatively with peers toward a common goal (e.g., during cleanup, block building).

Shares classroom toys and materials when asked.
Interacts with peers during pretend play.
VISION

This child…

LE

Resolves peer conflict without teacher intervention.

N.........O......... F......... A.......... 11.
N.........O......... F......... A.......... 12.

Squints, covers eyes, or complains about classroom lighting or bright sunlight.

N.........O......... F......... A.......... 13.
N.........O......... F......... A.......... 14.

Has difficulty locating items or people by visually scanning the room or playground.

Is distracted by nearby visible objects or persons (pictures, items on walls, windows, other children, etc.).
Has difficulty finding required items on desk or table among many other items.
Looks around the room or at peers while the teacher is speaking.

N.........O......... F......... A.......... 16.

Has trouble matching items by color or shape.

N.........O......... F......... A.......... 17.

Walks into others who are playing on the playground.

N.........O......... F......... A.......... 18.

Stares intensely at people or objects.
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N.........O......... F......... A.......... 15.

N.........O......... F......... A.......... 19.

Enjoys watching objects that spin or move, more than most children his or her age.

N.........O......... F......... A.......... 20.

Enjoys looking at moving objects out of the corner of his or her eye.
HEARING

This child…

Shows distress at loud sounds (crashing blocks, yelling or crying of other children, noisy hallways, toilet flushing, etc.).

N.........O......... F......... A.......... 22.
N.........O......... F......... A.......... 23.

Shows distress when others sing or use musical instruments.

A

N.........O......... F......... A.......... 21.

Appears unaware of new voices and new sounds in the room.
Is unable to determine the location of sounds and voices.
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N.........O......... F......... A.......... 24.
N.........O......... F......... A.......... 25.

Makes noises, hums, sings, or yells during quiet class time.

N.........O......... F......... A.......... 26.
N.........O......... F......... A.......... 27.

Likes to cause certain sounds to happen repeatedly (e.g., flushing toilet several times in a row).

N.........O......... F......... A.......... 28.
N.........O......... F......... A.......... 29.

Has trouble paying attention when the classroom is noisy.

N.........O......... F......... A.......... 30.

Is bothered by or comments on constant background sounds that others ignore (e.g., fans, ticking clocks).

Seems unaware of sounds that are noticed by others.
Appears unable to follow verbal directions.
continue on back page…

Additional copies of this form (W-497B) may be purchased from WPS. Please contact us at 800-648-8857, Fax 310-478-7838, or www.wpspublish.com.
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